Abstract: Quantum mechanical qubit states as elements of two dimensional complex Hilbert space can be generalized to elements of even subalgebra of geometric algebra over three dimensional Euclidian space. The construction critically depends on generalization of formal, unspecified, complex plane to arbitrary variable, but explicitly defined, planes in 3D, and of usual Hopf fibration to special maps of the geometric algebra elements to the unit sphere in 3D generated by arbitrary unit value bivectors. Analysis of the structure of the map of the even subalgebra to the Hilbert space demonstrates that quantum state evolution in the latter gives only restricted information compared to that in geometric algebra.
Introduction
Qubits, unit value elements of the Hilbert space of two dimensional complex vectors, can be generalized to unit value elements 1 of even subalgebra of geometric algebra over Euclidian space . I called such generalized qubits -qubits [1] .
Some It was explained in [2] , [3] that elements only differ from what is traditionally called "complex numbers" by the fact that is an arbitrary, though explicitly defined, plane in . Putting it simply, are "complex is actually associated with some unspecified -everything is going on in one tacit fixed plane, not in 3D world. Usually is considered just as a "number" with additional algebraic property . That may be a source of ambiguities, as it happens in quantum mechanics.
I will denote unit value oriented volume by . It has the property . Actually, there always are two options to create oriented unit volume, depending on the order of basis vectors in the product. They correspond to the two types of handedness -left and right screw handedness. In Fig.1a Elements in G 3  + and C  2 by Points of S   3 Let's take a -qubit:
Parameterization of Unit Value
, , I will use notation for such elements. They can be considered as points on unit radius sphere in the sense that any point parameterizes a -qubit. A pure qubit state in terms of conventional quantum mechanics is two dimensional unit value vector with complex components: I e e e e I e = = − , , , By some reasons that will be explained a bit later I will use complex plane associated with , so by (2.2) the projection is:
Then for any the fiber in is comprised of all elements with an arbitrary triple of orthonormal bivectors in 3D satisfying (1.1). That particularly means that standard fiber is equivalent to the group of rotations of the triple as a whole (see Fig.3 ): The basis bivector gives:
and for two other basis bivectors:
In the literature mostly the third or the first variants are called Hopf fibrations. For my considerations it does not matter which variant to choose. I take the case (3.4) with as complex plane: 
Tangent Spaces
We need to temporarily get back to the case of -geometric algebra on a plane [2] .
Let an orthonormal basis is taken. It generates basis where is usual geometric product of two vectors: first member is scalar product of the vectors and second member is oriented area (bivector) swept by rotating to by the angle which is less than .
The basis vectors satisfy particularly the properties: , (clockwise rotation), (counterclockwise rotation), , .
I am using notation for unit bivector .
For further convenience, let's construct a matrix basis isomorphic to . Commonly used agreement will be that scalars are identified with scalar matrices, for example: .
For the case the second order matrices will suffice to get necessary isomorphism. Let's take and 4 as corresponding to geometric basis vectors and . They satisfy the properties mentioned above, for example , ,
, etc.
The operation representing scalar product gives:
as it should be. If we take two arbitrary vectors expanded in basis :
then their product is:
The first member is usual scalar product and the second one is bivector of the value equal to the area of parallelogram with 4 I begin with ordinary real component matrices. That is why the order of Pauli matrices in my following definition is different from usual one. An analogue of "imaginary" unit should logically be the last one, after pure real items. 3 2  2  2  2  1 2  3  1  2  1  3  2  1  2 3  3   2  2  2  2  1 2  3  2  1  3  1  2 3 , , 2  2  2  2  2  1 3  1  2 3  1  2  3  1  2  3   2  2  2  2  2  1 3  2 3  1  3  1  2   , ,  2 
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This is arbitrary real valued matrix of the second order. Inversely, any matrix of second order can be uniquely mapped to the element of in the basis :
To upgrade to , we need basis matrices of a higher order because a second order non-zero matrix orthogonal in the sense of scalar product (4.1) to both and does not exist.
It is easy to verify that the three, playing the role of three-dimensional orthonormal basis, necessary matrices can be taken as 4 th x y x t x t y z y z I z t ε ε
, , σ σ σ 
Hamiltonians in and Their Lifts in
For each single qubit its fiber (full preimage) in is with an (  )   1  2  0  1  2  3  2  2  3   2  3  2  2  3  1  2  0  1 I I I I α α β β α β β α α β β α α α β β 1, , , , , , , e e e e e e e e e e e e 
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We can also explicitly write the element which, acting (from the right) on gives :
From ( This is special case of the -qubit Berry phase incrementing in a closed curve quantum state path.
Clifford Translations
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Conclusions
Evolution of a quantum state described in terms of gives more detailed information about two state system compared to the Hilbert space model. It confirms the idea that distinctions between "quantum" and "classical" states become less deep if a more appropriate mathematical formalism is used. This paradigm spreads from trivial phenomena like tossed coin experiment [7] to recent results on entanglement and Bell theorem [8] where the former was demonstrated as not exclusively quantum property. 
